
Buy RTL-SDR Dongles (RTL2832U)

Where to Buy RTLSDR RTL2832U DVB-T Tuner Dongles

The R820T2 RTL-SDR is currently the cheapest, most common and is the best  in terms of general
usability. The R820T2 has a frequency range of  24 – 1766 MHz (frequencies above 1.2 GHz may require
cooling/heatsinking) and is fully 100% compatible with any software for the older R820T.

At RTL-SDR.com we sell significantly improved RTL-SDR dongles at low prices with free shipping. See
our post on these new units for a full overview (http://www.rtl-sdr.com/new-products-rtl-sdr-with-1ppm-
tcxo-sma-f-connector-r820t2-bias-tee-improved-tolerances-direct-sampling-break-out-pads-now-available-
in-our-store) of all the features, or scroll down for our store. Our dongles come with the following
improvements:

1 PPM temperature compensated oscillator (TCXO) – Accurate tuning and almost
zero  temperature drift (2 PPM initial offset, 1 PPM temperature drift)

SMA female antenna port – Most dongles use the less common MCX or PAL antenna ports. SMA
is more common, so more adapters and antennas are available for it. It is also more durable and has
lower insertion losses.

R820T2 tuner – More sensitive than the older R820T tuner. 100% compatible with software for the
older R820T.

Improved component tolerances – Allows the RTL-SDR to work more optimally over all
frequencies.

Experimental: 4.5V USB powered bias tee - Can be enabled by soldering two pads on the PCB
together. This allows the RTL-SDR to power LNA’s (like the LNA4ALL and HABAMP) and active
antennas through the coax cable.

Experimental: Break out pads for direct sampling - Allows easier soldering to pins 4 & 5 on the
RTL2832U for enabling the direct sampling mod.

*NEW* Aluminium case and passive cooling - Our latest units that are shipping come stock with
an aluminium case and passive cooling via thermal pad!

US Shipping International Shipping

Purchase on Amazon and receive FREE domestic
shipping  for orders over $49 and free two day
shipping for Prime subscribers! Or use our
international cart for FREE shipping from China.

FREE registered air mail from China! Paid express
shipping also available. Please double check your
address in PayPal and enter it using English
characters only.

International Shipping Notices
Please note that China Post is increasing their parcel security and this is causing random delays with

some parcels. To get around this we can optionally ship via Hong Kong with a carrier like Swiss Post. To
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